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INTRODUCTION   

TORO BABIES HOME    

Greetings from Toro babies Home, we are grateful 

for the care that you always give us.  Currently the 

home is taking care of 53 children of whom 24 are 

girls and 29 are boys. We have 9 children who are 

between 0-3 months.    

We are generally doing well though some children 

continue to visit hospital for medical attention. We 

had one referral from Buhinga regional hospital to 

Nsambya for specialized operation and was 

successful. Nyamata Suzan who was operated is 

currently recovering and is steadily doing well.   
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CHILDREN TO SCHOOL    

Our School going children started their 3rd term successfully. These include children at EARLY Bird 

primary school, and our special needs children at Canon Apollo School.   

 We pass our sincere appreciation to everyone who sees that children are at school through 

meeting their scholastic materials ranging from school fees, books, food, fuel, and others.    

We may not appreciate enough God’s reward awaits you.   
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                                                                    School going children to   
    Canon Apollo School       
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PHYSIOTHERAPY    

 

Physiotherapy sessions for Gift and Maria (Above) were conducted at the Home on a number of days. 

However there more physiotherapy sessions which are ongoing at Kyaninga. The Extra Physiotherapy 

sessions were sponsored by the Spanish Volunteers at the Home.    

There is a big change in the children life because Maria can walk on objects, then Gifts body is a bit soft 

and can move slowly. Appreciation to Marina friends for sponsoring physiotherapy sessions at Kyaninga.   

   

   

   

  

            

               

Physiotherapy    se ssions for Gift and Maria       
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TRANSFERS    

Two children were transferred to Love Without Boundaries, Love without Boundaries is a antinational 

organization that trains foster parents, does family tracing, and provides home for the children. These 

children are, Singura Godwin, and Kahwa Talesi.    

These children were older and ready to be transferred. When the opportunity arose of being resettled 

with a love without boundaries, it was utilized.    

 

They got a foster family in Nyakasura in Fort Portal Kabarole. They are currently at Kanoni Apollo Primary 

school. Monitoring will continue for one year to ensure their safety.    

 The life of these kids had tremendously changed as portrayed on the pictures of their admission and at 

transfer.    
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VOLUNTEERS     

This month we receive German volunteers and they are going to be with us for 8 months. They are being 

oriented into daily activities of Toro Babies Home.   In the middle is Marina at TBH who had come to 

check them.   

 

We appreciate they tireless effort in catching up with Children life at Toro Babies Home We  

thank the Spanish volunteers for donating a seat to Gift.   

.    
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In addition, the existing Volunteers are doing well, they participate daily activities of feeding, playing, and 

sometimes documentation of health life of the children.   

 

   

VISTORS.     

We received friends of Marina at TBH, prior to their visit, they had celebrated Marina’s 

birth day and later the visitors accompanied Marina to TBH. Marina brought a cake to 

mothers and clothes to children at the Home. We appreciate the gesture of love to our 

children.    
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Visitors who celebrated Marina’s birth day at TBH with a cake and case of clothes for the 

children at the Home   

 

DONATIONS.     
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This month of September we received a number of donations from different people.   

i. We received a Lovono Computer and a 4 Terra Bite external disk (Above Left) from Marina  

ii. Subscription of internet fast class fiber Wi-Fi from Marina.  This has eased our daily 

communication correspondences at TBH. 

iii. We received food from Bagaya Clan (Below) i.e. rice, milk, sugar, soap, pampers, eggs.   

iv. We received a case of clothes from the friends of Marina after her Birth day 

celebrations 

          

THANK       YOU DONORS   :    , ,MARINA    &    
ABAGAYA CLAN       
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FARM ACTIVITIES.     

   

KAGOTE     

We are harvesting greens, bananas, and we have planted egg plants, pumpkins, we appreciate the 

gardeners for the good work done.    

  KASISI.     

   

We are harvesting greens, vegetable, pumpkin, Bananas, cassava, sweet potatoes. We have been 

expanding our banana plantation this season, we planted maize, Irish potatoes and beans. We appreciate 

the gardener for the good work being done.   

ACHIEVEMENTS     

i. we have planted a new banana plantation  ii. Harmony at TBH comprising of peace, and 

immediate communication    iii. Security as result of completion of fencing  iv. As a result of 

physiotherapy, there is improvement on special needs children i.e., Gift can hold a cup and drink on 

her own. Maria Masika is getting used by walking around the object.     v. Received a new brand 

Lenovo laptop for office use TBH  vi. Children went back to school successfully for their 3rd term.    
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CHALLENGES     

 i.  We lacking blankets, bed sheets, mattress and mosquito nets for the  

children ii.   

 ii. Increased inflow of abandoned children from community’s   

 iii.  We have so many infant and this has increased expenses on 

milk     

iv. Increased prices of commodities which are used for the daily 

running of the home.    

v. Continued sickness of some children who keep in hospitals over and again    

   

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALL THE ABOVE CHALLENGES   

     

i.  Allocation of more resources on milk for infants   ii. Purchase of mattress, bed 

sheets, mosquito nets   iii. Continue supporting resettled children particularly from very 

poor stricken families.     

   

APPRECIATION   
   

i. Our kind appreciation to Children Need Parents from Norway their board team; Tore 

Magnussen, Nina Sand Magnussen, Age Mortensen, Torill Mathiesen, Hilde B. Cseresnyes for 

supporting Toro Babies home in paying salaries, purchase of food staffs and other domestic 

supplies.    

ii. We also convey our appreciation to Marina for facilitating the team at TBH in Paying monthly 

internet, paying the medical bills, bought a brand new Lenovo, a sum sang phone for easy 

communication and taking pictures, the daily maintainace at the home, we thank you so much.   
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iii. We appreciate so much Partnerschaft Gesunde Welt whose relentless supplies has sustained 

our operations of TBH and all the people who support Partnerchaft Gesunde we thank you so 

much.  iv. Our gratitude to June with the Spanish friends for providing school going children 

with fees and all the requirement, we thank her so much for loving TBH as a whole     

v. We also convey our appreciation to ANNE for constantly being with us and apprehensive about 

the health of kids at TBH.     

vi. We are thankful to the local volunteers for their untiring support and attention for the 

children.     

   

vii. Our appreciation goes to the Trustees and Board Members for their leadership and also for 

always being with us.     

   

Lastly, I thank all the staff members who make this Home move on very well amidst some few 

challenges,   

Compiled by   

   

…………………………………………………………….     

MRS AINEBYONA MONICA MATRON TBH     
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